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Security risk assessment is an important task in systems engineering. It is used to derive security require-

ments for a secure system design and to evaluate design alternatives as well as vulnerabilities. Security risk

assessment is also a complex and interdisciplinary task, where experts from the application domain and the

security domain have to collaborate and understand each other. Automated and tool-supported approaches

are desired to help manage the complexity. However, the models used for system engineering usually fo-

cus on functional behavior and lack security-related aspects. Therefore, we present our modeling approach

that alleviates communication between the involved experts and features steps of computer-aided modeling

to achieve consistency and avoid omission errors. We demonstrate our approach with an example. We also

describe how to model impact rating and attack feasibility estimation in a modular fashion, along with the

propagation and aggregation of these estimations through the model. As a result, experts can make local

decisions or changes in the model, which in turn provides the impact of these decisions or changes on the

overall risk profile. Finally, we discuss the advantages of our model-based method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Security risk assessment (SRA) is a crucial part of requirements engineering and enables the
systematic deduction of security requirements. Additionally, Security risk assessment (SRA)
supports the prioritization and execution of further security-related tasks in the engineering life
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cycle. Therefore, SRAs represent mandatory steps in many regulations and international standards
(e.g., Reference [34] as well as Reference [17] for the automotive domain).

However, risk assessment presents a challenging task of high complexity, as all possible inter-
actions (not only all specified interactions) with the system under development (SUD) may
result in a violation of protection needs. Consequently, it is advisable to support the analyst with
a computer-aided, model-based approach to avoid omissions or other “human errors” and master
complexity.

Generally, data for a high grade of computer aid for SRA is often missing: Defining functional
and structural properties of a system is an integral part of the system’s development, while mod-
eling potential misuses is not. System models are designed with a given purpose in mind. As “all
models are wrong, but some are useful” [5], existing models from system development only par-
tially fit the purpose of security assessment. Some aspects may be over-represented, while others
may be covered insufficiently. Therefore, we follow the hypothesis that a dedicated model for the
security risk assessment creates a better match for the task. Nevertheless, a dedicated SRA model
still represents a simplification of the system under development (SUD). This simplification is
useful as it reduces complexity. Attackers, however, interact with existing systems. Thus, attack-
ers are not affected by the model’s limitations. Therefore, human expertise by a security analyst
remains a necessity for proper SRAs to explore the attacker’s options with human creativity.

Our graph-based modeling approach aims to achieve the best of both worlds. While the full
graph provides a rich set of relations between the elements of the SRA for computer-aided func-
tionality, selected parts of the graph can also be visualized to supplement human experts. They
further support the identification of critical paths and the derivation of effect chains from the
model while keeping the human analyst in the loop. For example, the connections between com-
ponents can be derived from the dataflows and visualized in a diagram. Likewise, attack paths
in the graph can be visualized similar to attack trees. Graphical representations also support the
communication among developers, security experts, and other stakeholders (e.g., management),
making the analysis comprehensible and verifiable for all involved stakeholders.

This article is based on previous work and practical experiences in the automotive field (cf.
References [2, 4, 8]) and extends the work presented in Reference [1]. We provide the following
contributions:

• Refinement of an extended metamodel for security risk assessments to represent complex
dependencies based on the SUD between security goals, threats, controls, and assumptions
• Definition of basic formal properties to evaluate these dependencies
• Ruleset for risk value calculation for all relevant elements

Benefits from our contributions include globally calculated estimations concerning the risk
value for all relevant elements. Thus, critical security goals, threats, assumptions, and controls
can be identified and the consequences of design alternatives can be evaluated. Complementary
to the effects of controls and assumptions on attack feasibility, our contributions provide means
to represent and evaluate effects on security goals’ protection needs.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. After discussing related work in Section 2,
we provide background information on the used risk assessment method in Section 3. We then
present and demonstrate our graph-based modeling approach in Section 4, and describe the infor-
mation flow and risk calculation in Section 5, before we conclude in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

To cope with the increased exposure to cyber-attacks, as demonstrated in Reference [25], harmo-
nized regulations and international standards establish SRAs as a mandatory activity of future
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development processes (cf. References [17, 34]). The mandatory implementation of security risk
assessment and management processes into the development, production, and post-production
phases requires suitable methods. Generally, model-based risk assessment during development
includes creating a model of the SUD, an impact assessment, and a threat assessment.

An overview of 18 different security requirements engineering approaches and techniques,
including CORAS, Misuse Cases, Secure Tropos, and UMLSec, is provided by Fabian et al. [9].
Gritzalis et al. [12] compare validity, compliance, costs, and usefulness of popular risk assess-
ment methods including EBIOS, MEHARI, OCTAVE, IT-Grundschutz, MAGERIT, CRAMM, HTRA,
NIST SP800, RiskSafeAssessment, and CORAS. Most of these approaches do not provide a formal
method in combination with a dedicated metamodel. One exception here is CORAS [22], a model-
driven risk assessment method using a graphical notation applying a domain-specific language.
The models are analyzed manually by human analysts, as CORAS opts for a dedicated graphical
concrete syntax and does not define alternative representation, often preferred for larger models (cf.
Reference [21]).

A dedicated survey on attack and defense modeling approaches utilizing directed acyclic graphs
is provided by Kordy et al. [19]. The surveyed approaches feature a focused perspective on security-
specific properties and allow for calculations, e.g., critical attack paths. However, they do not entail
an integrated perspective of the SUD, and its security properties aligned with typical artifacts from
the development phase. According to the classification of Reference [19], we present a defense-
oriented approach that combines static parts for the system model with sequential parts for the risk
analysis. Furthermore, we use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for general security modeling and
quantitative assessment, including conceptual, and quantitative extensions in a semi-formal way.
Parts and different iterations are implemented by commercial tools and applied by independent
users to perform realistic assessments.

A state-of-the-art threat assessment method and basis for many cybersecurity risk assessment
methodologies is STRIDE, standing for the six considered threat classes Spoofing, Tampering, Re-
pudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevation of privilege that can be used
to threaten security objectives [18]. Each threat class antagonizes at least one security property.
Spoofing a false identity violates the authenticity property of entities, tampering threatens the
integrity of data and processes, repudiating a responsibility interferes with non-repudiation, e.g.,
of process interaction; information disclosure the confidentiality of data and processes; denial of
service the availability of components, data, and processes; and elevation of privileges enables the
unauthorized execution of actions. A prominent refinement of STRIDE is STRIDE-per-Element,
which considers that certain threats are more prevalent with certain elements of a model, which
facilitates threat identification in general by focusing on the most relevant threats [31]. Combin-
ing STRIDE with attack trees is used by several recent security risk analysis frameworks, e.g.,
References [13, 26].

Bayes attack graphs are one method to assess security risks in IT networks and assess vulnerabil-
ities, enabling Bayesian inference procedures for general attack graphs (cf. References [19, 28, 37]).
In the concept and development phase, whose support is in the focus of the method presented here,
there are usually no known vulnerabilities and only rarely weaknesses. Thus, a percentage value
required for Bayesian networks cannot be directly determined and, in practice, usually leads to in-
tense disagreement among the respective responsible parties. To evaluate the technical difficulty
for an attacker to execute an attack, we instead use a qualitative scheme such as the Common
Methodology for Information Technology Security Evaluation [6] to rate the required capabilities
for each attack step.

A way to avoid the common problem of inconsistencies within SRAs is using an appropriate on-
tology. A good overview of risk assessment ontologies is provided by Souag et al. [33]. The authors
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compare many existing ontologies and create a new one, including additional high-level security
concepts, axioms, and attributes. They generally specify their models in the Web Ontology Lan-
guage and apply a certain level of automation with queries using the Semantic Query-enhanced
Web Rule Language (cf. Reference [27]). Their target audience is requirements engineers and thus
is not focused on risk assessment. In contrast to this high-level approach, we provide many more
details concerning the structure, relations, and propagation of ratings within the SRA. A similar
approach is applied in Reference [35] for the automated search for known vulnerabilities in incom-
plete or inconsistent described systems. An approach that deducts recommendations for high-level
security measures from assessed security risks can be found in Reference [14]. Unlike our proposal,
the presented risk analysis method and metamodel provide only a limited security risk evaluation.
Such approaches might significantly benefit from the here presented metamodel and methods.

Computer Aided Integration of Requirements and Information Security (CAIRIS) is a
framework to manage security, usability, and design artifacts. Reference [10] achieves a certain
level of automation and visualization. The framework’s aim is much broader in scope, as it also en-
compasses usability and requirement engineering activities. Regarding security risk analysis, the
authors propose a broad ontology of concepts. CAIRIS expresses similar information compared
to our approach. However, the implementation1 includes many concepts that keep additional in-
formation but adds effort for documentation, maintenance, and consistency (i.e., environments,
vulnerabilities, obstacles, use cases). Details and conciseness of core concepts for SRAs (goals,
threats, controls, and their interactions) seem to be impacted by the breadth of the approach. Sim-
ilarly, we consider separating the security and the (functional) development domains to benefit
tailored application.

A combination of UML-based information system modeling with Bayesian attack graphs for
assessing attack probabilities are CySeMol [32] and its extension P2CySeMoL [15]. The relational
model and the thereupon built inference engine allow for evaluating “what-if” scenarios. Networks
consisting of well-known components can be evaluated efficiently due to the predefined granular-
ity of the components. While this approach enables modifications of the model during analysis,
it does not support iterative dissection or damage transformations and hardly copes with new
components. A further approach to formally describe security properties in a security risk anal-
ysis framework, based on model-checking and a Markov decision process do to determine risk
probabilities, is presented in Reference [23].

A proprietary framework for information risk analysis is the FAIR approach in Reference [11].
It includes a taxonomy, a method for measuring the driving risk factors, and a computational
engine to simulate relationships between these factors. Key factors in determining risks are the
Loss Event Frequency, based on the Threat Event Frequency and the Vulnerability, and the Loss

Magnitude, reflecting the impact. Due to the dependency on measurable and historical factors,
initial risk assessments and non-metric environments pose severe problems for users. In contrast to
the presented approach that focuses on the overall impact, FAIR is limited to risks for information
assets.

A combination of the automotive Hazard Analysis And Risk Assessment with STRIDE, intended
to support the functional concept phase by a straightforward quantification of the impacts of
threats and hazards, is the Security-Aware Hazard And Risk Analysis (SAHARA) method [24].
Similarly, the conventional Failure Mode Effects Analysis is extended by vulnerabilities by the
FMVEA method [30] and focuses on the technical concept phase of the development. While both
these automotive-oriented methods rely on a model of the SUD, they use a top-down assessment
approach, about by what a specific threat, respectively, safety hazard might be caused. Furthermore,

1https://cairis.org/.
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in their assessment, they do not consider interactions, respectively, sequences, and the effects of
security measures and of their propagation along the model.

A combination of FAIR, SAHARA, and FMVEA is the probabilistic Risk-Tree Based Method

for Assessing Risk in Cyber Security (RISKEE) approach [20]. As the long form of the name
indicates, it combines risk calculation with attack trees. Based on FAIR, the considered risk factors
are frequency, vulnerability, and magnitude of vulnerabilities. A specialty of the RISKEE approach
is the relation and visualization of the calculated and the acceptable risk as a loss-exceeding curve.

Popular commercial tools for threat modeling are the Microsoft Threat Modeling Tool2 and
the fortisee SecuriCAD,3 which also includes probabilistic attack simulation. They both provide
a graphical interface for modeling current and abstract IT environments and assessing potential
security issues. While the Threat Modeling Tool utilizes a STRIDE-based risk assessment method,
SecuriCAD also supports evaluating possible attack vectors by Monte Carlo simulation. Both tools
regard coarse-grained attack paths focusing on cloud and enterprise IT but lack attack feasibility
factor propagation or damage transformation. Commercial tools are currently also developed to
support SRAs in the automotive domain, including the Yakindu Security Analyst4 and Ansys Me-
dini Analyze.5

3 BACKGROUND

The risk assessment approach used in this article is based on the Modular Risk Asessment

(MoRA) method (cf. References [7, 8]). Figure 1 depicts four core activities of the method frame-
work: “Model the Target of Evaluation,” “Determine Protection Needs,” “Analyze Threats,” and
“Analyze Risks.” The first step decomposes the SUD into relevant functions, data elements, com-
ponents, and dataflows. The next step identifies security goals as combinations of assets detailed
in the SUD and their required security properties. The third step identifies threats to the assets,
analyzing systematically elements of the SUD. Additionally, actual or proposed controls can be
added to mitigate identified threats. Impact and attack feasibility ratings for security goals as well
as threats and controls are estimated in the last step. Risk levels are derived from those estimations.
For more details on the application of Modular Risk Assessment (MoRA), we refer to aforemen-
tioned publications and [3, 4]. While this work is based on MoRA, we align the terminology in
this article with ISO/SAE 21434.

MoRA relies on an assessment model and catalogs to homogenize assessments within a common
application domain. Thus, the assessment model and the catalogs represent a common ground for
all stakeholders regarding core aspects of risk assessments like evaluation criteria or threat classes.
Note that standards and regulations can suggest or define parts of the assessment model, such as
the threat model given in Annex 5 of the R-155 UN Regulation on uniform provisions concerning the

approval of vehicles with regard to cybersecurity and of their cybersecurity management systems [36].
Our graph-based modeling approach as specified in extension to our previous work in Section 4

augments MoRA’s representation. It facilitates the method implementation and is based on experi-
ence from several years of practical application in industrial development projects. The model and
calculation rules are the basis for tooling, such as the Yakindu Security Analyst. While we present
our generic metamodel without a specific syntax in this article, we successfully adapted the meta-
model and tooling to accommodate the specific requirements for risk assessments in standards
and regulation, such as ISO/SAE 21434 (cf. Reference [17]) or the IEC 62443 (cf. Reference [16]).

2https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/develop/threat-modeling-tool.
3https://www.foreseeti.com/securicad/.
4https://www.itemis.com/de/yakindu/security-analyst/.
5https://www.ansys.com/products/systems/ansys-medini-analyze-for-cybersecurity.
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Fig. 1. Main activities and core concepts in security risk assessments according to MoRA. Section 4 provides
more details on the metamodel representing these core concepts.

4 METAMODEL

The following section presents the metamodel of our SRA model previously introduced in Ref-
erence [1]. It encompasses a focused representation of the SUD itself as well as risk assessment-
specific core concepts like security goals, damage scenarios, threats, controls, and assumptions.
Providing all these elements in one model allows for derivation and validation of relations between
and properties of elements of the SRA aligned with the SUD (cf. Reference [4]). This facilitates
comprehension and traceability. The core concepts are presented along MoRA’s main activities
followed by a modeling example.

4.1 Model the System under Development

The SUD model serves as the foundation for the analysis. It includes assets, which are required to
understand the protection needs and potential damage scenarios. The SUD model also provides
an overview of potential interactions with the SUD. This facilitates the elicitation of potential
threats against it. Furthermore, by modeling the SUD in cooperation with domain experts, security
analysts gain a solid understanding of the SUD. Likewise, as all arguments are rooted in the system
model, explaining risks to domain experts is facilitated. Note that every risk assessment requires
an abstraction of the analyzed item, i.e., a model, in the analyst’s mind. Documenting the model
and discussing it with domain experts improves the model’s correctness in our experience.

The graph of the SUD consists of four sets, visualized as nodes, and the relations between these
nodes, connecting them as edges, as shown in Figure 2. The four sets of nodes in the risk assessment
graph represent the functions, data elements, components, and dataflows of the SUD. Within each
of these sets, the subelement relation (“is subdata of,” “is subcomponent of,” and “is subfunction
of”) represents a hierarchy between the elements. A component, for example, can be refined into
its sub-components (e.g., the component “vehicle” has subcomponents “brake ECU” and “airbag
ECU” and “brake ECU” could consist of a subcomponent “software platform”).

Dataflows each have a sender and a receiver, resulting in a matching “has sender” and “has re-
ceiver” relation from the dataflow to the sender and receiver component. Furthermore, the dataflow
has a “transmits” relation to one or more data elements. Note that the metamodel allows compo-
nents that neither receive nor transmit data if required. Components have a “stores” relation to
locally stored data elements. This is mainly used for data that might never be transmitted, such

ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: February 2023.
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Fig. 2. Metamodel including functions: Functions are implemented using data, components, and dataflows.

as private keys for cryptographic operations. All relations between components and data are non-
exclusive, i.e., components can send, store, and receive the same data element as other components.
These relations are depicted in Figure 2.

Based on these explicit relations, implicit relations can be derived: for each sender, a “produces”
relation to the sent data elements, and for each receiver a “consumes” relation to received data
elements. Therefore, interface definitions of components can be derived from the dataflow defi-
nitions. These implicit relations are always calculated from the existing dataflow definitions and
never defined explicitly to avoid inconsistencies.

Functions have a “maps to” relation to data elements, components, and dataflows, as shown
in Figure 2. These relations imply that functions are implemented by data processing and trans-
mission, which in turn are executed by components. The functions thus depend on their mapped
elements.

We have chosen this representation for the SUD as it fully supports SRAs based on MoRA [8]
while it also captures only information typically created during system development. For example,
an SUD provided as a set of UML use case diagrams, component diagrams with information flows,
and corresponding class diagrams can be used as input for the modeling activity. The functions
can be extracted from use case diagrams, components and dataflows from component diagrams,
and data elements from class diagrams. Thus, well-established modeling languages can be used as
input for the first step “Model the Target of Evaluation.” Furthermore, the information captured
in the SRA model can be “translated” back to UML with low effort, improving the communication
between domain and security experts. Consequently, our SUD representation supports the mutual
understanding and the collaborative creation of the SRA model by all stakeholders, maintaining
an unambiguous reference for the following steps of the risk assessment.

4.2 Determine Protections Needs

The protection needs are captured through the risk assessment-specific core concepts security
goals and damage scenarios.

Security Goals (SG) define security properties for assets, where “security property” denotes
an asset’s property, such as confidentiality, availability, or integrity. For the sake of simplicity, we
focus on these three security attributes, but the method may be extended to any set of properties.
Assets are modeled as elements of the SUD, reflected by the “is asset of” relation, as shown in
Figure 4. For example, a medical system stores the data element “patient data.” “Confidentiality of
patient data” represents a security goal with the security property “confidentiality” and the asset
“patient data.”

Note that our definition of “security goal” diverges from the similar term “cybersecurity goal” as
defined in ISO / SAE 21434 [17]. As the standard does not provide a compact term for “cybersecurity

ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: February 2023.
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Fig. 3. Dependencies of security goals. The left side shows how the Availability of data item can be violated
only if the Availability of source 1 and source 2 are not given. The right side depicts a case where violating a
single dependency is sufficient to violate the security goal at the top.

property of asset,” we stick to “security goal,” remaining consistent with our previous publications
on the same topic.

Violation of a relevant security goal leads to one or more damage scenarios. This is denoted by
the “violation causes” relation. A damage scenario is defined by a non-empty set of impact criteria.
In our example, violation of the security goal “Confidentiality of patient data” causes the damage
scenario “Unauthorized access to personal data,” which entails the impact criterion “Substantial
violation of laws” as an attribute. Impact criteria are part of the assessment model. The assessment
model assigns an impact rating to each criterion. Impact criteria can be structured in impact cate-
gories, such as safety, financial, operational, or privacy. These four impact categories are required
by Reference [17] and were previously proposed in, e.g., Reference [29]. The assessment model
with the impact categories and corresponding impact criteria is adaptable to organizations and
their field of operation.

Security goals might depend on other security goals. For example, the availability of a function
depends on the availability of a component executing the function. If the availability of the com-
ponent is violated, then the availability of the function is also violated. Consequently, the second
security goal depends on the first.

These dependencies can be independent of each other or require several dependencies to be
violated. For example, if two independent sources provide a data item, then the security goal
“Availability of data item” is violated only if the security goals “Availability of the first source”
and “Availability of the second source” are both violated. For the graphical representation of this
example, see Figure 3.

We introduce the element “Combined Security Goals” to define these dependencies. A security
goal depends on an arbitrary number of mutually independent “Combined Security Goals” nodes.
Each “Combined Security Goals” node then relates to one or more security goals.

Note that arbitrary logical expressions with AND and OR, as often seen in classical attack trees,
can always be transformed into disjunctive normal form to fit this metamodel, including specific
sequences of attacks.

4.3 Analyze Threats

The threat analysis is captured through the risk assessment-specific core concepts of threats, con-
trols, and assumptions.

Security goals are threatened by combinations of threats, as depicted in Figure 4. Similarly to
the dependency on other security goals, threats can either threaten a security goal independently

ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: February 2023.
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Fig. 4. Complete metamodel including controls and assumptions: Threats can be mitigated by controls,
assumptions, or combinations of these.

of each other or require other threats to also execute successfully. For example, the integrity of
a function can be threatened by eavesdropping on a message as attack preparation and by subse-
quently replaying the eavesdropped message. We introduce the element “Combined Threats” to
define these dependencies. A security goal is threatened by an arbitrary number of mutually inde-
pendent “Combined Threats” nodes. Each “Combined Threats” node then relates to one or more
threats.

Threats provide the following attributes:

• Attack feasibility factors help to estimate the attack feasibility rating to realize the threat.
The attack feasibility factors themselves are defined in the assessment model and, therefore,
can be adapted to any standard or organizational needs. For example, CEM [6] defines five
attack feasibility factors for the estimation of the “required attack potential,” i.e., Elapsed

Time, Expertise, Knowledge of the TOE, Window of Opportunity, and the necessary Equipment,
along with a set of predefined values (e.g., “Layman”) and corresponding numeric values for
each attack feasibility factor.
• Threatened security properties defines the security properties a threat might violate. For ex-

ample, the threat “information disclosure” threatens the security property “confidentiality.”

Threats act on the physical manifestation of the SUD. The physical aspects of the SUD are
modeled as components and dataflows (including wireless transmissions) as described in Subsec-
tion 4.1, while data and functions are processed by these elements. The “acts on” relation is not
required to model a risk assessment but useful to help human analysts understand the threats. Ad-
ditionally, the model of the SUD combined with the threatened security properties can be used to
identify and validate potentially violated security goals. For example, it is plausible to assume that
a threat “information disclosure” on a dataflow threatening the confidentiality of the transmitted
data items affects the confidentiality of functions mapped onto the data items. Vulnerabilities are
not represented with a metamodel element. In the context of MoRA, a threat causing a relevant
risk that is not mitigated poses a vulnerability of the SUD.

ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: February 2023.
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(Cybersecurity) controls and assumptions mitigate threats. Combinations of these elements
are represented by a “Combined Mitigations” node type. In some cases, controls and assumptions
may be similar due to technical circumstances. Technical measures like channel encryption used
by the SUD are usually modeled as controls. By contrast, laws of nature, responsibilities or controls
of third parties, attacker capabilities, and the analysis limits are documented as assumptions. Con-
trols and assumptions, similar to threats, provide attack feasibility factors and protected security
properties. The attack feasibility factors facilitate the estimation of the control’s or assumption’s
effect on the attack feasibility of related threats. Section 5 provides details on how to combine the
attack feasibility factors in the SRA model.

Additionally, controls as well as assumptions may cause changes in the impact of the violation
of security goals modeled as damage transformation. In this case, a damage scenario is replaced
by another damage scenario or entirely removed by assigning no transformation target.

For example, suppose a valve in a factory is controlled by network messages. In that case, an
attacker might manipulate these messages to violate the security goal “integrity of valve control”
and cause the damage scenario “explosion of a pressure tank.” The control “opening the valve on
locally measured high pressure” cannot prevent this manipulation, but effectively transforms the
(source) damage scenario into the less critical target damage scenario “production outage.”

Assumptions may be used to bring information into the model that has not been explicitly mod-
eled in the SUD but is important in its effect on the analysis, such as limitations of the assumed
attacker model. Unlike controls, assumptions do not depend on security goals.

MoRA also supports catalogs for threat and control classes (cf. Reference [8]). These classes may
entail a pre-assessment of attack feasibility factors, estimating the attack feasibility to execute the
threat or break the control. The threats and controls in the SRA can use these pre-assessed values
but also override them to reflect the more specific context of the SRA. In addition to providing
a common ground for security risk assessments, these catalogs also support the analyst in “not
overlooking” known threats and validating conformity to regulatory prescribed threat and control
catalogs.

Controls are implemented by the SUD and may thus depend on its security goals. For example,
the control “digital signature” requires a component to create the signature and another component
to check its validity. Consequently, instead of breaking the signature, an attacker can try to violate
the security goal “confidentiality of the private key” on the signing component or the security goal
“integrity of the certificate” on the component executing the signature check. Both attacks can
circumvent the control “digital signature.” We model this by introducing a dependency of controls
on security goals or combinations of security goals, again using the “Combined Security Goals”
node type. Consequently, impacts caused by the loss of confidentiality of cryptographic keys do not
have to be estimated directly but are reflected by additional attack paths on controls. Therefore, if
the impact rating for security goals of the protected functions, data items, or components changes,
then this change is consistently reflected for the risks caused by attacks on cryptographic keys.

4.4 Analyze Risks

Figure 4 depicts the full metamodel with all node types and their relations to each other. We do
not model risks as separate elements. Instead, risk levels can be determined for every security goal,
threat, control, or damage scenario as described in Section 5.

A risk level is determined by the combination of potential damages (impact rating) and the
attack feasibility rating to cause these damages. The impact rating is determined by the impact
criteria originating from the damage scenarios related to a risk. The attack feasibility rating is
determined by the attack feasibility factors of the threats and the attack feasibility factors of the
controls mitigating them.
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Fig. 5. This example shows an excerpt of an instance of our graph for a risk assessment of a fictitious software
update function.

In our practical experience, this model of the SUD, represented by functions, data, components,
and dataflows, is well suited for SRAs and easy to understand for system developers. All nodes
in the risk assessment core concept relate to this model. Security goals are properties of the SUD.
Threats and controls act on the SUD, modeling the interaction with the system. As outlined in
Reference [3], the relations between the risk assessment elements can be validated by tracing
them back to the model of the SUD. Similarly, Reference [3] provides a method to propose new
nodes and relations based on the model of the SUD. Consequently, the creation of risk assessment
elements can partially be automated, requiring the analyst to check and modify the proposals and
to specify proposed elements further.

4.5 Modeling Example

Figure 5 depicts an instance of a metamodel for a fictitious software update function. Note that
the elements in the risk assessment and their relations can be defined without actually provid-
ing a graphical representation, e.g., in a tabular representation. This is important, as a full graph
for a complete risk assessment possesses high complexity, owing to a large number of nodes
with many relations between them. Thus, a complete graphical representation is typically diffi-
cult to process for a human analyst. However, plotting selected parts graphically is helpful in
our experience. Consequently, we chose a small example to highlight our approach’s key fea-
tures in a manageable fashion. Generally, we do not prescribe a dedicated concrete syntax for
instances of the metamodel as requirements differ between different application domains and or-
ganizational environments. Figure 6 depicts a screenshot of the itemis YAKINDU Security Ana-
lyst. The Security Analyst provides different concrete syntaxes to work on instances of the meta-
model. A textual concrete syntax for threats is displayed in the upper half of the screenshot
(titled attack step in the syntax). The second half demonstrates a graphical concrete syntax of
the SUD.
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Fig. 6. A screenshot of concrete syntaxes provided by YAKINDU Security Analyst 21.1.

The example describes a fictitious software update function in which a server pushes an up-
date into a vehicle. Violation of the security goal “Integrity of the update function” can lead to a
safety-related damage scenario “Uncontrollable vehicle” as well as a damage scenario “Unautho-
rized tuning” related to financial losses. This security goal is threatened by two independent attack
paths: the first attack path encompasses the combination of the threat “Reverse Engineering” and

the threat “Man-in-the-Middle attack (mobile).” The latter threat acts on the mobile dataflow be-
tween server and vehicle. The control “AES GCM” protects the confidentiality and the integrity
of the transferred data and thus mitigates the Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack. However, the
control also depends on the confidentiality of the data item “AES key.” In our example, all vehi-
cles share the same symmetric key. Therefore, the security goal “Confidentiality of AES key” is
threatened by a key extraction attack on a single vehicle.

The second attack path complements the Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attack on the dataflow
between server and vehicle with an attack on a dataflow inside the vehicle but still requires re-
verse engineering by the attacker. The control “AES GCM” does not protect dataflows inside the
vehicle, as it only acts on the dataflow between server and vehicle. In this example, we also limit
the attacker model to tuning-related attacks when physical access is needed. Consequently, the
assumption “Tuning only” transforms the damage scenario “Uncontrollable vehicle” into the dam-
age scenario “Unauthorized tuning.” Note that damage transformation can also remove a damage
scenario completely.

5 PROPAGATION RULES AND RISK CALCULATION

In the previous sections, we defined the metamodel and provided an example for an instance of
the graph. In this section, we provide rules to calculate risk levels for a specific graph. First, we
give an intuition of the idea. Then we formalize the actual calculation based on the metamodel
elements instantiated in a graph. We conclude this section with an example.
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Fig. 7. The propagation of attack feasibility factors and damage transformation through the graph.

5.1 Intuition

In contrast to other SRA models, we aim to calculate the risk level for security goals, threats, con-
trols, and damage scenarios individually. It is desirable to identify risk levels for all these elements,
as identifying the most critical threats, the security goals and assets at highest risk, the weakest
links among the controls, or the most critical damage scenarios all represent valuable information
in making risk treatment decisions.

Calculation of risks requires two inputs: an estimation of the attack feasibility rating (based on
attack feasibility factors) and an impact rating. These inputs are defined as attributes in separate
metamodel elements of a graph instance: Threats and controls entail attack feasibility factor at-
tributes. Damage scenarios entail impact criteria as attributes. Impact criteria attributes, in turn,
are mapped to impact ratings in the assessment model. This results in specific impact ratings
being available in damage scenarios. Furthermore, controls and assumptions may cause a dam-
age transformation selecting relevant damage scenarios. We use the relations between the risk
assessment-specific elements in the graph to combine these attributes and calculate risk levels.
The combination of attributes brings together the two required inputs for risk calculation. Note
that the metamodel technically allows for the definition of circular dependencies, but for the pre-
sented approach, the metamodel instance must be a DAG. In our practical experience on real life
projects, this does not impose relevant limitations on the modeling capabilities.

The basic idea is to let the values of attributes flow or propagate through the graph. Figure 7
shows the propagation of attack feasibility factors and damage transformations. Figure 8 shows
calculated risk values propagating in the opposite direction along the edges. The sequence of nodes
from a control, assumption, or threat to another node creates an attack path toward that node.
Note that we call every such path of any length an attack path. We calculate risks for every attack
path toward a security goal. Any of the following types of nodes can be on an attack path and
receive as well as propagate values: Security Goal, Combined Security Goals, Assumption, Control,
Combined Mitigation, Threat, Combined Threats. The metamodel elements not listed (Damage
Scenario and Damage Transformation) are used to calculate risk values but are not part of attack
paths themselves.

Multiple attack paths can lead to a damage scenario (effectively forming an attack tree as part
of the graph). The propagation rules define how to accumulate the values of attributes along the
attack paths and how to combine multiple attack paths with each other. Consequently, changing an
attribute at a node causes the risk values of all related nodes in the graph to be updated accordingly.
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Fig. 8. The risks are propagated selectively, following the origins of the attack paths.

As noted above, the algorithm has two parts. In the first part (attack feasibility factor and damage
transformation propagation), we create all attack paths of maximum length. This step starts in
those assumptions, controls, and threats without any “depends on” or “is mitigated by” relations
(these nodes are referred to as “leafs”). The algorithm first applies the calculation rules as defined
below to all of the “leaf” nodes. As a result of these rules, a set of attack paths, all including the
current node, is created as output and passed along the edge to the next node as input. Every
node applies the propagation rules whenever all input sets (for all incoming edges) are available.
Eventually, all nodes in the graph that can be part of an attack path are covered and the first part
of the algorithm is finished.

The second part (risk propagation) works on the graph in the opposite direction. The algorithm
starts in security goals, calculates risks for all incoming attack paths (propagated in step 1), and
then propagates risks along the incoming attack paths of these security goals. Security goals pos-
sess relations to damage scenarios as a basis for the impact rating. However, the incoming attack
paths might have transformation effects on these scenarios. After the effects are applied, a risk
level is calculated for each attack path. The highest risk determines the risk level for the security
goal itself. The risk level for each attack path subsequently travels along the attack path through
the graph.

This modeling and calculation approach therefore enables risk decisions that include very com-
plex dependencies. The following calculation instructions allow for an automated implementation.

5.2 Calculation

We split the description of calculation rules into two parts. First, we start with the propagation of
attack feasibility factors and damage transformations as shown in Figure 7 with the rules presented
in Table 1. Then we provide the propagation of risk levels, which flow in the opposite direction
along the attack paths as shown in Figure 8 with the rules presented in Tables 2 and 3. The practical
calculation also happens in this order.

5.2.1 Propagation of Attack Feasibility Factors and Damage Transformations. The first type of
propagation concerns attack feasibility factors. As described in Section 4, they help to estimate
the attack feasibility rating. The effort required by an attacker is at least the effort required to
attack the initial node on the path, but usually increases along the path as different steps have to
be taken, requiring more effort. Similarly, a node that causes damage transformation propagates
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Table 1. Propagation Rules for Attack Feasibility Factors and Damage Transformation Effects

Threat

Input Sources:m connected Combined Mitigations

Value: A :=
⋃

i=1..m Ai (the union of the incoming attack paths).
Them connected Combined Mitigation nodes propagatem attack path sets Ai .
These sets contain a total of n =

∑
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths pj = (r j ,D j ,Nj ).

Local r0 := tuple of own attack feasibility factor values e0 := the node’s unique ID

Output Targets: All connected Combined Threats nodes

Value for n = 0 (a “leaf” node):
{(r0, ∅, {e0})}, i.e., one attack path with the threat’s own values

Value for n > 0:⋃
pj ∈A{cpths[(r0, ∅, {e0}),pj ]} =

⋃
j=1..n {cpths[(r0, ∅, {e0}), (r j ,D j ,Nj )]} =⋃

j=1..n {(affmax[r0, r j ], ∅ ∪ D j , {e0} ∪ Nj )},
i.e., the threat propagates n attack paths, where each of the n attack paths in the
input set A is combined with the threat’s attack feasibility factor values r0 and node
ID e0.

Combined Threats

Input Sources:m connected Threats

Value:m output sets Ai of them connected Threats, each with |Ai | attack paths for
a total of n =

∑
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths

Local r0 := r̂ (no own attack feasibility factor values) e0:= the node’s unique ID

Output Targets: All connected Security Goal nodes

Value: A := {cpths[p1, . . . ,pm , (r0, ∅, {e0})] | pi ∈ Ai for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}}.
The output A contains x :=

∏
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths: It encompasses all possible

combinations of incoming attack paths for each ofm connected threats. Every threat
contributes |Ai | different attack paths. By combining all choices of selecting a single
attack path for each threat, x different attack paths (with combined attack feasibility
factor values) are created for the output set. The node’s unique ID e0 is added to each
attack path.

Security Goal

Input Sources: k connected Combined Threats nodes andm connected Combined

Security Goals nodes

Value: A :=
⋃

i=1..k Ai ∪
⋃

j=1..m Âj (the union of the incoming attack paths).
The k connected Combined Threats nodes propagate k attack path sets Ai .
Additionally, them connected Combined Security Goals nodes propagatem attack

path sets Âj , resulting in a total of n =
∑

i=1..k |Ai | +
∑

j=1..m |Âj | incoming attack
paths.

Local r0 := r̂ (no own attack feasibility factor values) e0 := the node’s unique ID

(Continued)
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Table 1. Continued

Output Targets: All connected Combined Security Goals nodes

Value for n = 0 : ∅ (as the node is not attacked, nothing is propagated)

Value for n > 0:
⋃

pj ∈A{cpths[pj , (r0, ∅, {e0})]},
i.e., the node adds its unique ID e0 to each attack path but does not influence the
attack feasibility factors (as r0 is set to minimum for each value) or the damage
transformation effects.

Combined Security Goals

Input Sources:m connected Security Goals

Value:m attack path sets Ai of them connected Security Goals, each with |Ai |
attack paths for a total of n =

∑
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths

Local r0 := r̂ (no own attack feasibility factor values) e0:= the node’s unique ID

Output Targets: All connected Security Goal and Control nodes

Value: A := {cpths[p1, . . . ,pm , (r0, ∅, {e0})] | pi ∈ Ai for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}}.
The output A contains x :=

∏
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths: it encompasses all possible

combinations of incoming attack paths for each ofm connected security goals. Every
security goal contributes |Ai | different attack paths. By combining all choices of
selecting a single attack path for each security goal, x different attack paths (with
combined attack feasibility factor values) are created for the output set. The node’s
unique ID e0 is added to each attack path.

Control

Input Sources:m connected Combined Security Goals nodes

Value: A :=
⋃

i=1..m Ai (the union of the incoming attack paths).
Them connected Combined Security Goals nodes propagatem attack path sets Ai .
These sets contain a total of n =

∑
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths pj .

Local r0 := tuple of own attack feasibility factor values

D0 := set of damage transformation effects e0 := the node’s unique ID

Output Targets: All connected Combined Mitigation nodes

Value for n = 0 (a “leaf node”):
· if D0 = ∅ : {(r0, ∅, {e0})},
· else: {(r0, ∅, {e0}), (r̂ ,D0, {e0})},
i.e., two attack paths for a control with at least one damage transformation effect or
one attack path for a control without. Note that r̂ represents the tuple of minimal
attack feasibility factor values.

Value for n > 0:
· if D0 = ∅ :

⋃
pj ∈A{cpths[(r̂ , ∅, {e0}),pj ]} ∪ {(r0, ∅, {e0})}

· else:
⋃

pj ∈A{cpths[(r̂ , ∅, {e0}),pj ]} ∪ {(r0, ∅, {e0}), (r̂ ,D0, {e0})}
(Continued)
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Table 1. Continued

i.e., a control without damage transformation effects propagates n + 1 attack paths.
This includes the n attack paths in the input set A combined with the control’s node
ID e0. As the control is broken via its dependencies, the control’s attack feasibility
factor value tuple r0 is not added to these paths. The (n + 1)th propagated attack path
is the same as for a “leaf” node, as the control is not broken via its dependencies in
this case. A control with damage transformation effects propagates one additional
(n + 2)th attack path without the node’s attack feasibility factor values, but its
damage transformation effects D0 and node ID e0. This reflects an attacker’s option
to accept the control’s effects on damages instead of breaking the control.

Assumption

Input Sources: None (assumptions are always “leaf” nodes)

Value: A := ∅ (no incoming attack paths).

Local D0 := set of damage transformation effects e0 := the node’s unique node ID

r0 := tuple of own attack feasibility factor values OR ⊥
(where ⊥ means that the assumption always causes a damage transformation effect)

Output Targets: All connected Combined Mitigation nodes

Value:
· if r0 = ⊥ and D0 = ∅ : ∅,
· if r0 = ⊥ and D0 � ∅ : {(r̂ ,D0, {e0})},
· if r0 � ⊥ and D0 = ∅ : {(r0, ∅, {e0})},
· if r0 � ⊥ and D0 � ∅ : {(r̂ ,D0, {e0}), (r0, ∅, {e0})},
i.e., no attack paths for an assumption without effects, one attack path for an
assumption with only one effect, and two attack paths for an assumption with attack
feasibility factor values and a damage transformation effect.

Combined Mitigations

Input Sources:m connected Control or Assumption nodes

Value:m output sets Ai of them connected nodes (Controls / Assumptions), each
with |Ai | attack paths for a total of n =

∑
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths

Local r0 := r̂ (no own attack feasibility factor values) e0:= the node’s unique ID;

Output Targets: All connected Threat nodes

Value: A := {cpths[p1, . . . ,pm , (r0, ∅, {e0})] | pi ∈ Ai for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}}.
The output A contains x :=

∏
i=1..m |Ai | attack paths: It encompasses all possible

combinations of incoming attack paths for each ofm connected mitigations (controls
/ assumptions). Every mitigation contributes |Ai | different attack paths. By
combining all choices of selecting a single attack path for each mitigation, x
different attack paths (with combined attack feasibility factor values) are created for
the output set. The node’s unique ID e0 is added to each attack path.

this effect along the attack path. The propagation starts in assumptions, as well as in controls and
threats without any “depends on” or “is mitigated by” relations. Nodes with the term “Combined”
in their node type combine the incoming attack paths as defined below. Threats affect incoming
attack paths by adding their own attack feasibility factors to the attack path. Mitigations (controls
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Table 2. Propagation Rules for Risk Results of Security Goal Nodes

Security Goal

Input Sources: All o Security Goals where this node is on an attack path (see Output in
this table)

Value: U :=
⋃

i=1..o Ui (the union of the incoming results).
The o Security Goals propagate o result sets Ui .
These sets contain a total of q =

∑
i=1..o |Ui | results ui = (ρi ,Ni ).

Input A := the set of n incoming attack paths (ri ,Di ,Ni ) for i = 1..n (see Table 1)

Local S0 := the set of connected Damage Scenario nodes e0 := the node’s unique ID

Derived Si,0 :=
⋃

d ∈Di ,s ∈S0
{dt[d, s]},

the set of transformed damage scenarios for attack path i after one iteration

Si,k :=
⋃

d ∈Di ,s ∈Si,k−1
{dt[d, s]},

the set of transformed damage scenarios after k + 1 iterations

Si := Si,x with Si,x = Si,x−1, the resulting set of transformed damage scenarios.
Note that this allows cycles or ambiguous situations. It is up to the analyst creating
the model to prevent or resolve such issues.
Si = S0 if Di = ∅.
ηi := imr[

⋃
sj ∈Si

dc[sj ]], the impact rating for attack path i

αi := afr[ri ], the attack feasibility rating for attack path i

ρi := rl[αi ,ηi ], the risk level for attack path i

R :=
⋃

i=1.. |A | {(ρi ,Ni )}, the set of all risk level results for all incoming attack paths
in A

ρ := max[{ρi | (ρi ,Ni ) ∈ R} ∪ {ρ j | (ρ j ,Nj ) ∈ U }], the security goal’s risk value, i.e.,
the maximum of the node’s own risk levels and the risk levels propagated to the node

Output Targets: All nodes ei on the incoming attack paths with ei ∈ Nj and (ρ j ,Nj ) ∈ R
Value: Rei

:= {(ρ j ,Nj ∪ {e0}) | (ρ j ,Nj ) ∈ R and ei ∈ Nj }.
Propagate to the target node ei the results Rei

for all attack paths (local and
propagated) with the security goal’s ID e0 on the path. Note that U might be empty
(for a “leaf” node with q = 0).

Output Targets: |Si | connected Damage Scenario nodes s ∈ Si

Value: R′i := {(rl[αi , imr[dc[s]]],Ni ) | αi = afr[ri ] for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and s ∈ Si }.
Propagate to each connected damage scenario s ∈ Si the result set R′i , containing a
risk value and the nodes on the attack path Ni . The risk value is calculated from the
attack feasibility rating αi for that attack path and the damage rating imr[dc[s]] for
damage scenario s . Note that Si contains the damage scenarios for an attack path
after damage transformation.

or assumptions) always generate one or more new attack paths: The first attack path breaks the
mitigation via its attack feasibility factors. In this case, the mitigation’s attack feasibility factors
are propagated in a new attack path. The second attack path is generated if the mitigation has
damage transformation effects. This attack path leaves the mitigation in place and propagates
the damage transformation effect. If the mitigation has incoming attack paths, then these paths
break the mitigation via its dependencies. Consequently, these attack paths are propagated without
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Table 3. Propagation Rules for Risk Results of Combined Security Goals, Combined Threats, Threat,
Combined Mitigation, Control or Assumption Nodes

Combined Security Goals, Combined Threats, Threat, Combined Mitigation,
Control or Assumption

Input Sources: All o Security Goals where this node is on an attack path (see Table 2)

Value: U :=
⋃

i=1..o Ui (the union of the incoming results).
The o Security Goals propagate o result sets Ui .
These sets contain a total of q =

∑
i=1..o |Ui | results ui = (ρi ,Ni ).

Local e0 := the node’s unique ID

Derived ρ := max[{ρi | (ρi ,Ni ) ∈ U }], the node’s risk value, i.e., the maximum of the risk
levels propagated to the node

Output Targets: None Value: None

changes to the attack feasibility factors or damage transformation effects. Security goals always
propagate attack paths without changes to the attack feasibility factors or damage transformation
effects. Attack paths usually terminate in security goals, but may also terminate in other nodes
(e.g., when a threat does not violate any security goals).

Table 1 defines the propagation rules for attack feasibility factors and damage transformation
effects. We use the following notation and definitions:

Let r denote a tuple of attack feasibility factor values used to determine the attack feasibility
rating. For example, using an approach based on attack potentials (cf. Reference [6]): Given an
assessment model with f attack feasibility factors, let ri := (vi,1, . . . ,vi,f ) denote an f -tuple of
attack feasibility factor values, where vi,n represents the value of attack feasibility factor n for the
attack feasibility factor tuple ri .
r̂ represents minimum values for each attack feasibility factor. For example, using an approach

based on attack potentials (cf. Reference [6]), this results in the tuple (0, . . . , 0).
Every node in the graph has a unique ID, ei . The ID 0 is reserved for “no node.” We use the “no

node” concept for a damage transformation that completely removes a damage scenario. E repre-
sents the set of all node IDs. S ⊂ E represents the set of all Damage Scenario node IDs (including 0),
and T ⊂ E represents the set of all Damage Transformation node IDs.

A Damage Transformation node d has a relation “has source” to exactly one Damage Scenario
node s ∈ S and another relation “has target” to another Damage Scenario node t ∈ S . Let src : T →
S return a damage transformation’s source node s and tgt : T → S return its target node t . The
damage transformation function dt : (T , S ) → S uses a Damage Transformation node d ∈ T and a
Damage Scenario node s ∈ S as input and provides a Damage Scenario node s ′ ∈ S as output. It is
defined as

dt[d, s] :=

{
s s � src[d]
tgt[d] s = src[d]

.

Let p := (r ,D,N ) define an attack path, where D ⊆ T represents a set of damage transformation
nodes and N represents the set of nodes with IDs ei traversed on the attack path. In other words,
p defines the effects on risk accumulated in a single attack path toward a node in the graph and
combines an attack effort (attack feasibility factor values in r ) with zero or more damage trans-
formation effects in D. Note that, given the acyclic nature of the graph, storing the IDs in a set
is sufficient to reconstruct a full attack path from a given starting point. Note that several attack
paths may contain the same set of nodes, as, e.g., controls with damage transformation effects
create two attack paths.
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Let R denote the set of all attack feasibility factor value tuples r . Then affmax : R∗ → R denotes a
function that takes an arbitrary number k ∈ N of attack feasibility factor value tuples r1, . . . , rk as
input and calculates the maximum for each attack feasibility factor. For example, using an approach
based on attack potentials (cf. Reference [6]) as attack feasibility factors, we obtain

affmax[r1, . . . , rk ] := (max[v1,1, . . . ,vk,1], . . . ,max[v1,f , . . . ,vk,f ]).

Let P denote the set of all attack paths p. Then cpths : P∗ → P denotes a function that takes an
arbitrary number k ∈ N of attack paths p1, . . . ,pk as input and calculates the maximum value for
each attack feasibility factor, while damage transformation effects are unaffected and all nodes on
the path are remembered. More precisely,

cpths[p1, . . . ,pk ] :=
��
�
affmax[r1, . . . , rk ],

⋃
j=1..k

D j ,
⋃

j=1..k

Nj
��
�
.

The output of cpths[] is itself an attack path that accumulates the values and effects of all the
inputs.

Finally, let A denote a set of propagated attack paths. For each node, the set of all incoming
attack paths represents the input set of the calculation step. This input set is then combined with
the node’s own values to propagate a number of attack paths along the graph in the node’s output
set.

Table 1 provides specifics on the calculation and propagation rules. Note that variables are re-
defined for each node and node type (e.g., a node’s unique ID is always e0 in the node’s scope).
Names of metamodel elements are in bold.

5.2.2 Risk Propagation. With the attack feasibility factor values and the damage transforma-
tion effects completely propagated, the calculation and propagation of risk levels takes place. The
initial calculation happens in Security Goal nodes without an incoming “encompasses” relation
of a Combined Security Goals node (i.e., a “leaf” node for risk propagation). For each attack path,
we calculate the attack feasibility rating based on the attack path’s attack feasibility factor values.
Next, we apply all damage transformation effects of the selected attack path to the Security Goal
node’s related Damage Scenario nodes (following the relation “violation causes”). The resulting
damage scenarios provide impact criteria, which in turn provide impact ratings. The highest of
these impact ratings defines the impact rating for the selected attack path. Combining this impact
rating with the attack feasibility rating of the attack path provides a risk level for the attack path.
The highest risk value of any of a node’s attack paths defines the risk for the node itself. The node
then propagates all risk levels along its respective attack paths to propagate the results through
the graph. We use the following additional notation for these rules:

Let α := afr[r ] calculate the attack feasibility rating for a attack feasibility factor value tuple r .
Note that this function is part of the assessment model and thus not defined here. Let dc[s] := C
return the set C of impact criteria assigned to a damage scenario s . Let η := imr[C] calculate the
impact rating for a set of impact criteria C , based on the assessment model. For example, imr[]
might return the maximum over a set of impact ratings assigned to each impact criterion in the
assessment model (where higher numbers imply higher impacts). Let ρ := rl[α ,η] calculate the
risk level ρ for an attack feasibility rating α and an impact rating η.

Let u := (ρ,N ) represent a risk level result for an attack path with risk level ρ and a set of node
IDs N . Finally, let U denote a set of risk level results.

Tables 2 and 3 define the specifics for the risk level calculation inside a Security Goal node
and the risk level result propagation. Table 2 also describes the risk level propagation to Damage
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Fig. 9. Propagation of attack factors and damage transformation shown on the software update example.
Thick borders mark “leaf” nodes.

Scenario nodes (see second “Output” in the table). Note that instead of propagating risks hop by
hop on an attack path, we propagate selected risks directly from Security Goal nodes. The derived
risk level result for each attack path is propagated to each node on this attack path. This simplifies
the propagation rules, while preserving the semantics of Figure 8.

5.3 Example

We use our example presented in Section 4.5 to depict the propagation of attack feasibility factors
and damage transformation effects within that example in Figure 9. Thick borders mark the three
nodes considered as “leaf” nodes for this propagation. These leafs serve as starting points for the
propagation. Note that we use unique identifiers for the propagated attack paths in this example
and not the indices enumerating elements in a set of attack paths. Rounded boxes with solid borders
denote sets of outgoing attack paths, while rounded boxes with dashed borders denote sets of
incoming attack paths. Local attributes are depicted as circles.

This results in three attack paths for the security goal “Integrity of the Update function.”
(1) One way to attack this security goal is to extract the private key, conduct reverse engineering,
and manipulate the encrypted and signed software update as man-in-the-middle on the mobile
connections. The threat “Key extraction” has its attack feasibility factor values r1. These are
propagated through the security goal “Confidentiality of key” to the control “AES GCM” that
depends on this security goal. This results in a broken control and consequently does not add
the control’s attack feasibility factor values to the attack path. The attack path is then propa-
gated to the threat “Man-in-the-Middle attack (mobile).” This threat has its attack feasibility fac-
tor values r7. affmax[r1, r7] calculates the maximum value for each attack feasibility factor, while
afr[affmax[r1, r7]] calculates the attack feasibility rating. To threaten the target security goal “In-
tegrity of the Update function,” the threat “Reverse Engineering” with its attack feasibility factors
r8 needs to be combined with the MitM threat in node “CT1” and thus, a total attack feasibility
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rating of afr[affmax[r1, r7, r8]] is calculated for this attack path. The traversed node IDs are accu-
mulated along the path, while no damage transformation effects are encountered.
(2) A second attack is to break the control “AES GCM” with its attack feasibility factor values r5 (not
by extracting the key, but e.g., by brute-forcing it because of a short key length), conduct reverse
engineering, and manipulate the encrypted and signed software update as man-in-the-middle on
the mobile connections. This results in a total attack feasibility rating of afr[affmax[r5, r7, r8]], no
damage transformation effects, and a different set of node IDs compared to attack path 1.
(3) A third attack is to conduct reverse engineering and manipulate the software update on the
CAN bus inside the vehicle, where no encryption is applied. For this attack, the assumption “Tun-
ing only” causes damage transformation node “DT1” with ID e17, transforming “Uncontrollable
vehicle” to “Unauthorized tuning.” This is propagated to the threat “Manipulate data on the CAN
bus,” which possesses the attack feasibility factor values r11. Together with “Reverse Engineering”
this combines to the total of afr[affmax[r8, r11]]. The damage transformation set for this attack
path is {e17}.

A risk level is calculated for each of the three attack paths, based on each attack path’s attack
feasibility rating as well as the damage associated with each damage scenario after damage trans-
formation. For our three attack paths, this results in

• rl[afr[affmax[r1, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e15], dc[e16]]] (attack path 1)
• rl[afr[affmax[r5, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e15], dc[e16]]] (attack path 2)
• rl[afr[affmax[r8, r11]], imr[dc[e16]]] (attack path 3).

Furthermore, each of these risks is propagated to all nodes on the respective attack path. The
highest of these risks determines the risk level for each node.

Finally, a risk level is calculated for each attack path combined with the resulting damage sce-
narios after damage transformation on that attack path, i.e.,

• rl[afr[affmax[r1, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e15]]] (attack path 1, damage scenario with ID e15)
• rl[afr[affmax[r1, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e16]]] (attack path 1, damage scenario with ID e16)
• rl[afr[affmax[r5, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e15]]] (attack path 2, damage scenario with ID e15)
• rl[afr[affmax[r5, r7, r8]], imr[dc[e16]]] (attack path 2, damage scenario with ID e16)
• rl[afr[affmax[r8, r11]], imr[dc[e16]]] (attack path 3, damage scenario with ID e16).

6 CONCLUSION

Security risk analyses are becoming a mandatory development step in many domains due to inter-
national regulations. This is already the case in the automotive domain due to the new UN Regu-
lation No. 155 [36]. Implementing the necessary processes for systematically evaluating complex
systems, such as modern cars, is a demanding task. We address the question of how to implement
such a process with a proven, model-based approach.

The structure of the presented model, in combination with the methodical approach, forms a
common basis upon which system and security engineers can jointly develop and assess an in-
stanced model. To this aim, we mix two artifact types, system and security properties with limited
expressiveness, which proved well applicable in our experience.

Our metamodel encompasses the SUD itself, composed of functions, data elements, components,
and dataflows. A fixed set of relations links these elements. We extend this metamodel to include
the elements specific for SRAs (security goals, threats, controls, and assumptions) and additional
relations. Thus, we achieve an integrated representation of the SUD as well as its security proper-
ties in the context of an SRA. To properly consider the often-intricate dependencies and influences,
we introduce a set of propagation rules. Consequently, the relations between the security-specific
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elements can be validated by tracing them back to the elements of the SUD. A consequence of this
mixed artifacts strategy is that security modeling requires repeating or extending several steps
of functional modeling, i.e., creating use case diagrams and flowcharts, which is not an easily au-
tomatable task.

In contrast to other approaches that separate elements and relations of the SUD and the security-
specific elements, we provide an integrated perspective that allows users to assess the level of
risk and the impact of threats, controls, and assumptions in a qualified manner. Local or itera-
tive changes to the model rarely require changes to other elements due to the modular structure.
This supports the maintainability of analyses, reduces the follow-ups’ efforts on updates or new
findings, and improves comprehensibility.

To demonstrate our method, we present an application on small fictitious example. In the ab-
sence of suitable evaluation criteria for the quality of analyses, it is not yet possible to measure
the quality of the applied approach beyond that. The development of such evaluation criteria is
the subject of ongoing research. For this purpose, we intend to re-analyze existing assessments to
identify relevant properties. However, we collected evidence of our method’s suitability in several
hundred real-life security risk assessments in projects with industrial customers. We conducted se-
curity risk assessments for the development of vehicle functions and ECUs, industrial components,
IT systems, and IoT devices in the course of 10 years and continuously improved the method based
on our own experience and the feedback of our customers.

Limitations of our approach include an increase in the complexity of the resulting models, re-
quiring security experts to apply the method. In the future, expressive and case-specific SRAs will
no longer be sufficient. It will be required to infer between different models and evaluate them
simultaneously to cope with complex, integrated systems. This will require additional methods.
Likewise, expertise is required to tailor the assessment model and catalogs to a company’s needs
for best results. Additionally, achieving higher precision often comes at the price of increasing
model complexity.

Creation and maintenance of these models gain from tool support, such as the Yakindu Security
Analyst.

Although initially developed for automotive security risk analysis, we successfully applied the
proposed structure and representation as graphs in other domains, such as industrial security.
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